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ABSTRACT 

Nanoparticles play a crucial role in biomedical and sensing applications. In this paper the design of non-spherical gold 
nanoparticles, operating in the near infrared and visible regime, is proposed. The structures consist of metallic resonat-
ing inclusions of different shapes embedded in a dielectric environment. Different geometries, such as cube, elliptical 
cylinder and rod are considered. The main purpose of this study is to develop new analytical formulas useful in the 
nanoparticle design for specific biomedical and sensing applications. These analytical models are developed in order to 
describe the electromagnetic behavior of the nanoparticles in terms of resonant wavelength position, magnitude and 
amplitude width for absorption and scattering cross section. The obtained results are compared to the numerical ones, 
performed by full-wave simulations, and to the experimental values existing in literature. A good agreement among 
analytical, experimental and numerical results was obtained. Then, the structure is analyzed in terms of sensitivity properties. 
Exploiting the proposed analytical models, it is possible to design the nanostructures with the desired electromagnetic 
properties. The results show that these structures can be successfully applied for sensing applications. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last few years there has been a huge interest in 
nanostructure fabrication, due to a wide variety of poten-
tial applications offered by their use. Nanoparticles are of 
great scientific interest as they possess particular proper-
ties, related to their size, shape, inclusion electromagnetic 
properties and to the refractive index of the surrounding 
dielectric environment [1]. 

When the nanoparticle is exposed to an electromagnetic 
source, the electromagnetic field response is highly local-
ized near the nanostructure. In particular, the excitation 
of a Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR), at the 
nanoparticle resonant frequency, results in a strong local 
enhancement of the electromagnetic field at the nanostruc-
ture surface. The interaction between the electromagnetic 
field and the surrounding dielectric environment is re-
stricted to a small area, reaching a very high sensitivity. 

Such phenomenon is the principle underlying several 
sensing applications and different lab-on-a-chip sensors. 
In fact, the optical properties derived from LSPR make 
gold nanoparticles suitable for several application areas, 
such as optics and photonics [2,3], biochemical sensing 
and detection [4,5], protein analysis [6,7], cell membrane 
function [8], biomedical applications [9,10], electron mi-
croscopy [11], electronics [12], nanotechnology [13] and 

materials science [14]. 
The main advantages in using nanoparticles as sensors 

are: 
 A reduction in the structure size, without affecting 

sensitivity. Light intensity enhancement is a very im-
portant aspect in LSPR sensors, while the electromag-
netic localization means that such structures have a 
very high spatial resolution, limited only by the size 
of nanoparticles. As a consequence, the sample vol-
ume required for sensing applications is reduced by 
several orders of magnitude.  

 The possibility of arranging nanoparticles in an array 
configuration and tuning their resonance to coincide 
with spectral characteristics of a selected in/organic 
chemical group. This can turn out to be useful for 
molecules detection.  

 Increasing bio-sensing system performances: due to 
the small structure size, different arrays of resonators 
can be implemented on a single sensing platform to 
detect different biological samples simultaneously. 

Thus, it stands to reason that such structures are ex-
pected to become crucial for a wide range of applications: 
although many academic researches have realized and 
experimentally demonstrated their capability, little is known 
about the nanostructure analytical models, useful to de-
scribe their resonant behavior. To solve the electromag- 
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netic problem for any inclusion geometry it is necessary 
to understand their electromagnetic behavior and develop 
design formulas useful for their implementation. The pos-
sibility of predicting, by proper analytical models, the 
electromagnetic behavior of different kinds of structures 
is of considerable interest in order to build up inclusions 
that satisfy certain requirements. 

Starting from this background, this research attempts 
to present a design method for a selected group of nanopar-
ticles with desired electromagnetic properties. 

Thus, the paper mean objectives are: 
 Developing new analytical models for the nanoparti-

cles considered, in order to describe their resonant be-
havior; 

 Studying the structures in terms of sensitivity, in or-
der to verify their capability to be used as a sensing 
platform; 

 Comparing the electromagnetic properties in order to 
choose the structure that best suits to specific applica-
tions. 

The main advantage is the possibility to tune the na- 
noparticle resonance by changing its geometrical and elec-
tromagnetic properties. 

The nanostructure proposed in this study consists of 
metallic resonating inclusions of different shape embed-
ded in a dielectric environment. An electromagnetic source 
excites the nanostructure under study and the nanoparti-
cle electromagnetic properties are revealed in terms of ab-
sorption and scattering cross section. In particular, the 
nanostructure has a specific resonant frequency in terms 
of position, magnitude and amplitude width, depending 
on its geometrical (shape, dimensions) and electromag-
netic characteristics. 

In this paper a comprehensive study of the electromag-
netic properties of the following geometrical cases is pro-
posed: cube, nanorod and elliptical cylinder. 

The article is structured as follows: firstly, new ana-
lytical models describing the electromagnetic behavior of 
the considered nanostructures are presented, in order to 
correlate their geometrical and electromagnetic parame-
ters with their resonant frequency properties (wavelength 
position, magnitude and amplitude width) in terms of ab-
sorption and scattering cross sections. 

Secondly, the results obtained by the proposed models 
are compared to the ones performed by full-wave simula-
tions and to the experimental values existing in literature. 
Then, the sensitivity properties of the structure are ana-
lyzed in order to optimize it, according to the specific 
application required. 

2. Analytical Models and Electromagnetic 
Properties of Non-Spherical  
Nanoparticles 

In this Section, new analytical models describing the na- 
noparticle electromagnetic behavior are presented. The tar- 

get is to develop new analytical closed form formulas for 
the design of such nanostructures. 

Let’s assume that the structure is excited by an im-
pinging plane wave, having the electric field parallel and 
the propagation vector k perpendicular to the nanoparti-
cle principal axis, as depicted in Figure 1, where the 
single particle is shown. 

Specifically, the electromagnetic properties of gold cube, 
nanorod and elliptical cylinder in terms of absorption (Cabs) 
and scattering cross section (Csca), are quantified. 

The geometrical parameters considered are shown in 
Figure 1. The cube length l, the elliptical cylinder semi- 
axes a and b, the rod thickness ar and the height of the 
whole structures h. 

Let’s point out some relevant aspects concerning the 
carried out study: 
 For gold nanoparticles, experimental values [15] of 

the complex permittivity function have been inserted; 
 The surrounding dielectric medium is considered to 

be vacuum. 
For gold nanostructure the electromagnetic absorption 

and scattering cross section are performed by using full- 
wave simulation code, through the integration commer-
cial code CST Studio Suite [16]. In the following subsec-
tions a new electromagnetic study, for all the nanostruc-
ture considered, is proposed. 

2.1. Nanoparticle Absorption and Scattering 
Cross-Section Design Formulas 

In order to study the nanoparticle electromagnetic field 
distribution when an oscillating electromagnetic field in-
teracts with a metallic nanoparticle, some assumptions must 
be done. 

First of all, let’s assume that the particle size is much 
smaller than the wavelength in the surrounding medium 
[17]: under the limit of “electrically” small particles the 
electromagnetic field is approximately constant over the 
particle volume. Therefore the resonant behavior of the 

 

 

Figure 1. Geometrical sketch of the nanostructures: (a) 
Cube; (b) Rod; (c) Elliptical cylinder. Geometrical parame-
ters: l = cube side length; a,b = elliptical cylinder base semi- 
axes lengths; ar = rod thickness; h = height length of the 
whole structures. 
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individual structure can be studied in terms of a quasi-static 
approximation.  

Secondly, the considered particle is homogeneous and 
isotropic and the surrounding material is a homogeneous, 
isotropic and non-absorbing medium: in such conditions 
we can relate the nanoparticle macroscopic dielectric 
function to its microscopic polarizability. Therefore, in 
order to develop an accurate analytical model it is crucial 
to find out the expression of the polarizability for the 
nanostructure considered. Typically the particle polariza-
bility can be expressed as [18]: 
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where V is the particle volume, εe is the electric permit-
tivity of the surrounding dielectric environment, εi is the 
particle electric permittivity and L is the depolarization 
factor.  

Following the same procedure [19], new depolariza-
tion factors for the selected particles have been devel-
oped. Starting from such factors, it is possible to develop 
new analytical closed-form formulas for the scattering and 
absorption cross-section of the aforementioned particles.  

The general absorption (Cabs) and scattering (Csca) cross- 
section expressions read: 
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(6) 
where E is the Complete Elliptic Integral of the second 
kind, εe the surrounding medium electric permittivity, εi 
the inclusion permittivity, l the cube side length, a and b 
the elliptical cylinder base semi-axes lengths, ar the rod 
thickness, h the height length of the whole structures and 

en  .  
It is worth noting that if the elliptical cylinder degen-

erates into a regular cylinder (a = b), the polarizability coin-
cide with the classical formula existing in literature [19]. 

For the sake of brevity, only the absorption terms are 
shown here, but the same formulas can be obtained for 
the scattering one. 

2.2. Comparison between Analytical Model,  
Numerical and Experimental Values 

Using the analytical models reported in the previous sec-
tion, it is possible to calculate analytically the inclusion 
resonant wavelengths. In this sub-section numerical re-
sults, performed by full-wave simulations, are compared 
to the theoretical ones, obtained from the proposed model, 
and to the experimental values [20-22], for different geo-
metrical parameter configurations, as reported in Table 1. 
The surrounding dielectric medium is considered to be 
water with a complex refractive index n=1.33 + j0 at all 
wavelengths. 

The relative analytical-numerical errors and analytical- 
experimental ones have been calculated and reported in 
Table 1. Their expressions read, respectively: 

analytical numerical
analytical numerical

numerical

analytical experimental
analytical experimental

experimental

error

error
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In Figure 2, an example of absorption cross-section spec-
tra for the selected nanoparticles is presented. 

3. Effect of Geometrical and  
Electromagnetic Parameters 

From the obtained analytical models it is clear that a re-
lation between the nanoparticle resonant frequency, its 
geometrical parameters (dimensions, particle volume), the  
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Table 1. Comparison of resonant wavelengths for the considered inclusions. 

Resonant wavelength 
(λ [nm]) Nanoparticle 

geometry 
Size 
(nm) 

Analytical values Numerical values
Experimental values 

[20-22] 

Analytical-  
numerical 

error 
(%) 

Analytical- 
experimental

error 
(%) 

l = 30 510 570 532 10.53 4.13 

l = 40 530 580 537 8.62 1.30 

l = 55 560 595 547 5.88 2.38 
Cube 

l = 70 590 610 575 3.28 2.61 

h = 46 ar = 20.7 700 637 690 9.89 1.45 

h = 61 ar = 21.5 740 703 760 5.26 2.63 

h = 75 ar = 22.4 810 772 820 4.92 1.22 

h = 89 ar = 22.2 900 853 890 5.51 1.12 

Nanorod 

h = 108 ar = 22.8 980 945 980 3.70 0 

h = 20 a = b = 74 620 633 600 2.05 3.33 

h = 20 a = b = 92 660 669 640 1.34 3.12 

h = 20 a = b = 113 690 718 660 3.90 4.55 
Elliptical cylinder 

h = 20 a = b = 137 740 776 710 4.63 4.22 

 

  
(a) l = 80 nm (c) h = 20 nm, a = 40 nm, b = 20 nm 

 

Figure 2. Comparison among analytical and numerical models 
for: (a) Cube; (b) Nanorod; and (c) Elliptical cylinder. 

 
metallic material electromagnetic properties (real permit-
tivity εreal, losses εimm), and the surrounding dielectric en-
vironment permittivity εe does exist. As the inclusion per-
mittivity can be expressed as εi = εreal + jεimm, the dipolar 
polarizability expression, in terms of real and imaginary 
part, reads (see Equation (8)): 

It is worth noting that, in order to reach the resonant 
behavior, the denominator of (8) must go to zero in both 
its real and imaginary part. Starting from (8), the role of  (b) h = 40 nm, ar = 20 nm 
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each term is studied and briefly reviewed in Table 2. 

4. Sensitivity Analysis 

In this Section we analyze the designed nanoparticle sen-
sitivity properties in order to optimize the single inclu-
sion for sensing applications. 

Sensitivity is expressed in terms of the output variation 
(i.e., the wavelength shift Δλ) corresponding to a unit 
change of the input (i.e., the unit variation of either per-
mittivity Δε or refractive index Δn). If the refractive in-
dex variation range is narrow enough, the input-output 
relation can be considered as a linear one. The sensitivity 
is commonly defined as: 

S
n





                  (9) 

expressed in nm/RIU (Refractive Index Unit). 
In Table 3, we report the sensitivity values for the in-

dividual inclusions considered in this paper. In particular, 
analytical, numerical and experimental values [23] of sen-
sitivity are compared. 

A test material surrounding the nanoparticle, with a 
varying refractive index n in the range 1 - 3, has been 
used. 

5. Conclusions 

This study investigated the potential role of non-spherical 
nanoparticles to be used for sensing applications. Differ- 
ent shapes of the nanostructure were considered, namely 
cube, nanorod and elliptic cylinder. 
 
Table 2. The role of the geometrical parameters, metal prop- 
erties and permittivity value of the dielectric environment 
on the nanoparticle resonant frequency. 

Parameters Changes on the resonance frequency  
(position, magnitude, bandwidth) 

Metal properties: 
Real part  
of permittivity: εreal 
Losses: εimm 

 The resonant condition is reached for: 

 
real imm

1 eL

L


 


   

 Increasing losses results in an enlargement 
of the resonance peak. 

Dimensions Increasing dimensions parallel to the electric 
field polarization axis leads to: 
1) A reduction of the resonant frequency; 
2) A gain in the magnitude resonant curves. 

Volume The nanostructure volume plays a crucial role 
in increasing dipolar polarizability; in particu-
lar, increasing the volume particle results in:  
1) A reduction of the resonant frequency; 
2) An enlargement of the scattering and absorp-
tion magnitude cross-section. 

Permittivity values of 
the surrounding  
dielectric environment 
εe 

Increasing the background material permittivity 
causes both:  
1) A shift of the resonant frequency position; 
2) A resonance peak broadening. 

Table 3. Comparison of the sensitivity values for the inclu-
sions considered. 

Sensitivity 
(nm/RIU) 

Nanoparticles
Analytical  
sensitivity 

Numerical  
sensitivity 

Experimental 
sensitivity 

Cube 220 194 165 

Elliptical 
cylinder 

300 281 327 

Nanorod 660 490 650 

 
In particular, new closed-form design formulas in or-

der to describe the nanoparticle resonant behavior in terms 
of wavelength position, magnitude and bandwidth for ab-
sorption and scattering cross-section were developed. A 
good agreement among the proposed analytical model, the 
numerical values and the experimental ones present in lit-
erature was reached.  

In addition, it was verified the possibility to use such 
nanoparticles as sensing platforms in the visible and in-
frared frequency regime. Exploiting the proposed analyti-
cal models, the effects of the geometrical and electromag-
netic parameters on the particle resonant behavior were 
explored.  

Analytical and full-wave results have validated and con-
firmed the high sensitivity properties of these structures.  

Finally, the electromagnetic properties of the selected 
nanoparticles were compared with each other, in order to 
choose the structure that best suits specific sensing ap-
plications. 

The employment of nanostructures grants for a reduc-
tion of the overall sensing platform size, and therefore, 
the biological volume required for sensing is reduced by 
several orders of magnitude. 
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